1) “I think the fact that The Ancestors had not bothered to consult with Dr. Zamorska about hiring another attorney and the fact that they obviously didn’t want him there helped convince him that I should be a third – or fourth – person present.” What does this tell you about the relationship about The Ancestors and Dr. Zamborska?
   a. What does this tell you about the relationship between Connor and Dr. Zamborska?
2) When Connor tells Mrs. Branwell that the time of their appointment with Branwell had changed, what was her reaction?
   a. Why?
3) What did Branwell say with his “eyes” with the listening to the 911 phone call?
4) Connor uses an analogy about listening to a waiter when he reads the specials. What is the significance of the analogy?
   a. How does it suggest we should listen?
   b. What are your thoughts on it?